Bulletin 4 of 2018 FISU WUC Muaythai
23-29 July 2018
1. Invoice & Participation Fee
The team that requires to separate invoice and receipt (for each
university) Please do let the OC know in advance. However, the actual
name lists of all participants are urgently required if the I- form have not
yet been submitted. This is a matter of calculation of participation fee and
accommodation arrangement. The calculation will be based on number
of nights the delegates stay and the invoice will be issued to every team
for reference at the accreditation center.
The payment can be remitted to
Bank: KRUNGTHAI BANK
Branch: CHONBURI
Account Number: 207-0-49109-9
Account Name: INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Swift Code: KRTHTHBK
Address: 449 Wachiraprakarn Rd., Makamyong , Muang, Chonburi ,

20000, Thailand.

2. Liaison
The liaison will be assigned to facilitate each team during the competition.
The liaison may not able to speak the local language of the team except
very few can use Russian, the rest can use English.

During the

competition, the liaison will not be allowed to accompany the delegate to
any kinds of night entertainment area but if the team would like to take a
tour in Pattaya, the OC has arranged a tour program for the team with
reasonable price. They can contact at the official hotel.

3. Medical Declaration paper
Please study the IFMA regulations in term of medical declaration
carefully.
Please download this form and submit to the officials during the weigh –
in on 22nd July 08.00 am.-10.00 am.
http://www.ifmamuaythai.org/technical-reference/athletes-medicaldeclaration-form/
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4. Food Restriction
Thailand is a country in which 90% of the citizen are Buddhists and they
have unique traditions and culture which related to their beliefs that might
be different from other countries. For those who are coming to Thailand
for the first time, it is recommended that he/she read about Thai before
traveling to Thailand. The team which restrict for food, they must inform
the OC in advance for proper arrangement.

5. Team Technical Officer( TTO)
The Team Technical Officer will be charged the same as other delegates
and have to be accredited by FISU CIC upon arrival the same as the
team delegates. The accommodation might be with the other TOs or with
the team, the OC will properly arrange the accommodation for them
based on the information received. but if the OC have not been informed
who is TTO, they will be arranged to stay with the national team.

6. Arrival and Departure
Please be reminded that the competition period is between 23-29 July. So
arrival should be 21st July and departure is on 30th July. The team which
already submitted the arrival on 23rd July will probably miss first day of
competition and departure on 29th July may miss the final round
competition too. Please do consider again!!

7. Communication
The HOD, please add Mr Sawet (Secretary General) to WhatsApp or any
kind of social communication (+66 868296939) if using Facebook search
Sawet Tachumpa and add Messenger. This will help with more efficient
communication upon arrival and during the competition.

8. Airport Pick up
The volunteer will pick up each team as per the flight details given to the
OC and submitted in the OAS. Any teams prefer to travel by themselves
to Pattaya or come earlier for training in Thailand should inform the OC in
advance.
The OC will send a pick up time for reviewing, please confirm if the flight
details and the arriving time is correct.
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9. VISA
As per our information, there are some teams need visa to enter
Thailand. Please send details of delegates to us as soon as possible for
issuing the letter to facilitate visa application.

No.

Name

Gender

Birth
day

Passport
No.

Position

Position in the
delegation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10.

Weather Forecast

It has been forecast of rains during the competition. Please prepare for
such weather.
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11.

Insurance

Please make sure every delegate has personal insurance coverage
before traveling to Thailand. The following insurance companies have
been recognized by the official hospital.
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12.

Thai Currency

It is approximately 38 Baht/ Euro or 32 Baht/ US Dollar.

13.

Refrain from any Illegal Seduction

For safety of the delegates, the Head of Delegation must closely
supervise the athlete to refrain from any form of seduction such as drugs,
sexuality and illegal merchandises.
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14.

Participating Fee

The team must pay for the participation fee as provided on the OAS. The
invoice will be issued to the team before travelling to Thailand. Please
argue if the invoice is incorrect but once it is approved by the NUSF, the
OC will charge as per the approved invoice.

15.

Types of Room

The athletes and team officials as well as TOs will be arranged a double
bed room (two people share the room) Only the HOD and an odd number
of team will be given a single room. Anyone who requires to stay a single
bed must inform the OC in advance and pay for full charge. (We will take
for granted that even it is not mentioned as HOD but one person will be
assumed a responsibility as an HOD)
The participating fee has covered three meals; breakfast, lunch and
dinner. If the delegates prefer not to eat at the designated place, the
team will not able to get reimbursement.

16.

Muaythai WUC Athlete Uniform

In order to ensure that all athletes will be dressed in accordance with
IFMA Rules & Regulations on competition attire, teams are encouraged to
purchase the IFMA competition uniform which will feature the event logo.
Each uniform set will consist of Muaythai shorts, red singlet and blue
singlet and 2 sets of iron-on country code letters.
Each set will cost 60USD or 1,900THB. Payment can be made in cash in
either currency upon pick-up on-site.
Please ensure that teams/athletes have cash (USD or THB) ready to
receive their tournament uniform.

17.

Electrical System

Electricity: Voltage: 220 v/50 Hz It is recommended that the participants
from countries using the 110 System to bring converter with them if they
want to charge a cellphone battery or other electrical appliances. This is
an example of a typical outlet in Thailand. Some outlets are only two
plonge so you may need an adapter without the ground prong.
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